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 Judge Julius Waties Waring, Federal District Judge of South Carolina from 1942-
1952 was responsible for writing some of the original decisions giving historic civil 
rights victories to Negroes.  The more important decisions were the rights for Negroes to 
vote in democratic primaries, and desegregation of schools in Clarendon County, South 
Carolina, the latter eventually lead to the Supreme Court Decision in May 1954, banning 
school segregation. 
 Judge Waring, along with his second wife, outspoken integrationist, Elizabeth 
Avery Waring, devoted their lives to fighting for equal rights for all people regardless of 
race, creed or color.  For their strong convictions, the Warings were ostracized by most 
family and friends.  However, this did not stop their struggles to obtain equal rights for all 
men. The papers of Judge Waring span the period 1841 to 1964. They are contained in 62 
boxes measuring approximately 33 linear feet including eighteen individually wrapped 
items (mostly photographs).  The biographical material contained in the collection 
includes the Judge's reminiscences, a verbatim transcript resulting from tape recorded 
interview by the Oral History Research Office of Columbia University, New York in 
1957.  
 Also included in the collection are correspondence of both the Judge and Mrs. 
Waring, manuscripts, photographs, legal case files, organizational material and 72 
scrapbooks of clippings relating to his career as Federal District Judge and to the           
civil rights activities of the time. Additional material received at the time of the major 
acquisition was transferred to the School of Law, Howard University.  A list of those 







 1880 July 27   Born in Charleston, South Carolina, son of Edward Perry and  
   Anna Thomasine (Waties) Waring. 
 
 1891-1896     Student at University School, Charleston,  South Carolina. 
 
 1900              Received A.B. cum laude from the College of Charleston. 
 
 1901              Admitted to South Carolina Bar. 
 
            1914-1921    Assistant U. S. District Attorney. 
 
            1920-1942    Member of the firm of Waring and Breckinton. 
 
            1933-1942    Corporation Counsel for the city of Charleston. 
 
            1942             Appointed U.S. District Judge for the Eastern District of South     
           Carolina by President Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
 
             1945            Received L.L.D. from College of Charleston. 
 
             1945 May 26  Favored equalization of pay for all school teachers in Thomson vs.   
   Gibbes. 
 
             1945 June 15  Married second wife, Elizabeth Avery. 
 
             1947 June 12   In Elmore vs. Rice decision voided contention that the South  
   Carolina primary was operated as a private Democratic Party  
   “Club” for whites only. 
 
             1947 July 12   In Wrighten-vs. Board of Trustees of South Carolina declared  
   rights of all to equal legal education. 
 
             1948  July 20  In Brown vs. Baskins enjoined party officials from evading  
   principles set down in Elmore vs. Rice and required all polls be  
   opened to all persons irrespective of race and color. 
 
             1948 Aug. 5   Unsuccessful impeachment   proceedings against Judge Waring  
   initiated by Rep. Mendel Rivers of South Carolina 
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Biographical Sketch continued 
 
 
     1952         Dissented from a three judge ruling upholding separate but equal  
   schools for Negroes in Clarendon County, South Carolina in  
   Briggs vs.  Elliott. 
 
           1952 Feb. 15    Retired from active service as U.S. District Judge and moved to  
   New York City 
 
           1968 Jan. 11   Died in New York City. 
 
 
           Memberships: 
                          Alpha Tau Omega 
                          Masons 
                          American Bar Association 
                          American Civil Liberties Union, Vice Chairman of the National Board of  
   Directors 
                          Forest Neighborhood House, Board of Directors 
                          National Committee against Discrimination in Housing, Board of  
   Directors 
                          National Conference of Christians and Jews, Manhattan Branch Board of  
   Directors 





Series A      Personal Papers of Judge Waring 
Box 110-1         Biographical data including a verbatim transcript of the Judge's  
to 110-2   reminiscences, and a drama of his life; articles and papers about Judge  
    Waring, awards and certificates legal and financial papers, manuscripts  
    and press statements 
 
Series B    Family Papers of Elizabeth Avery Waring 
Box 110-3         Articles written by and about Mrs. Waring, financial papers, income tax 
to 110-7   papers for the years 1944-1949; memorabilia, general correspondence,  
    hate and fan mail, programs, including her script from Meet The Press  
    and speeches 
 
Series C            Correspondence, General 
Box 110-8         Letters including fan and hate cards, telegrams etc. addressed to the       
to 110-23   Judge and sometimes Judge and Mrs. Waring (see also correspondence  
    related to cases in case files and correspondence addressed specifically to 
    Mrs. Waring in her correspondence), mostly related to his civil rights  
    activities and organizational affiliations. 
 
Series D             Files 
Box 110-23        Material related to cases handled by Waring, i.e., court records and  
to 110-31   documents, correspondence, etc. Some of the more important cases were  
    Elmore vs. Rice, Brown vs.  Baskin which enabled Negroes to vote in  
    primary elections; Thompson vs. Gibbs, equalizing school teachers Pay,  
    Black and white and Wrighten vs. Board of Trustees giving Negroes the  
    right to equal education under the law.  Other titles include information  
    on communism, the Ku Klux Klan and naturalization.  Also his appeal  
    records file from 1943 to 1951. 
 
Series E             Organizational Material 
Box 110-32        Membership information, programs, news releases, circulars,  
to 110-33            publications, correspondence, clippings, concerning the organizations  
     Waring and Mrs. Waring were affiliated with. 
 
Series F              Addresses and Statements 
Box 110-34         Statements, articles and addresses delivered and or written by-persons 
to 110-37     such as James Baldwin,  Carl Rowan, Benjamin Mays, Martin Luther  
      King, Thurgood Marshall and many others.  Topics focus mainly on the  
      civil rights issue, politics and school segregation. 
 
Series G             Printed Material 
Box 110-37        Includes periodicals, pamphlets, brochures, circulars, newspapers, to 
110-40               programs, invitations, broadsides, announcements, and stationary. 
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Series Description continued 
 
 
Series H             Clippings 
Box 110-40         Newspaper clippings pertaining to Judge and Mrs. Waring, civil rights, 
      segregation, the Ku Klux Klan and articles about South Carolina 
 
Series I               Scrapbooks 
Box 110-41         Newspaper accounts from 1944-1964 giving a chronological overview 
to 110-59            of the times and also of Judge and Mrs. Waring and their civil rights  
      activities. 
 
Series J              Photographs 
Box 110-60          Group and individual photographs of Judge and Mrs. Waring, of  
       friends and of special occasions. 
 
Series K               Artifacts 
Item 110-61          Includes two medals, four plaques and the hood from Judge Waring's  
to 110-67      robe. 
 
Series L               Albums 
Item 110-68         Opinions published in the Federal Supplement in 1948-1952; a-guest to 
110-71       book and a   common place book (manuscript) 
 
Series M             Oversized Wrapped Material 
Item 110-72         Items too bulky to include in regular collection boxes are oversized to 
110-77      photographs, broadsides, plaques and certificates. 
 
Series N            Phono Records 
Item 110-78        Thirty phono recordings, twenty two are a biographical interview of  
      Judge Waring at age 67 recorded in 1947, the other 8 are recorded in  






Series A:   Personal Papers 
Box           Folder           
110-1               1  Biographical data 
                         2  Articles about Judge Waring 
                         2a  Articles about Judge Waring 
                         2b  Articles about Judge Waring 
                         3  Drama about Judge Waring 
                         4  Awards and certificates 
                         5  Financial papers 
                         6  Income tax returns, 1947-1951 
                         7  Legal file 
                         8  Press statements by Judge Waring 
110-2               9  Manuscripts by Judge Waring 
                        10  Notes - holographs 
                        11  Lists 
                        12  The Reminiscences of J. Waties Waring, 1257 (RESTRICTED) 
                        13  Quotations from others 
 
Series B: Family Papers    - Elizabeth A. Waring 
110-3               14 Articles about and by Mrs. Elizabeth Avery Waring 
                         15  'Elizabeth Waring Scholarship 
                         16  Financial papers 
                         17  Income  tax  information  -  1944 
                         18  Income  tax  information  -  1945 
                         19  Income  tax  information  -  1946 
                         20  Income  tax  information  -  1947 
                         21  Income  tax  information  -  1948 
                         22  Income  tax  information  -  1949 
                         23  Income  tax  information  -  no date 
                         24  Meet the Press (with Mrs. Elizabeth Avery Waring) 
                         25  Memorabilia 
                         26  Programs 
                         27  Speeches 
 
110-4                28  Correspondence -  A 
                         29  Correspondence -  Ba 
                         30  Correspondence -  Be 
                         31  Correspondence -  Bol - Bow 









Series B: Family Papers - Elizabeth A. Waring continued 
Box           Folder           
110-4                 33 Correspondence  -  Boyle, Sarah Patton - 1956 
                           34  Correspondence - Boyle, Sarah Patton - 1957 
                           35  Correspondence - Boyle, Sarah Patton 1958-1959 
                           36  Correspondence - Boyle, Sarah Patton - 1960 
                           37  Correspondence - Boyle, Sarah Patton 1961-1962 
                           38  Correspondence  - Boyle, Sarah Patton 1964 
                           39  Correspondence  - Boyle, Sarah Patton - No    date 
                           40  Correspondence  - Bra-Bri 
                           41  Correspondence  -  Bro-Brown, H. 
                           42  Correspondence  -  Brown, J-Bru 
                           43  Correspondence  -  Bumpas, H. C. - 1950 
                           44  Correspondence  -  Bumpas, H. C. - 1951-1952 
                           45  Correspondence  -  Bumpas, H. C. - 1957 
                           46  Correspondence  -  Bumpas, H. C. - 1960-1963 
                           47  Correspondence  -  Bumpas, H. C. -  No date 
                           48  Correspondence  -  Bun-But. 
                           49  Correspondence  -  Ca 
                           50  Correspondence  -  Ch 
                           51  Correspondence  Clark, E. -  Clark, K 
                           52  Correspondence  Clark, Septima -  1950 
                           53  Correspondence  Clark, Septima -  1951-1962 
                           54  Correspondence  Clark, Septima -  No date 
                           55  Correspondence  -  Clau-Cly 
                           56  Correspondence  -  Coles, L. F. 
                           57  Correspondence  -  Cornwell, Ruby - 1950 
                           58  Correspondence  -  Cornwell, Ruby - 1951 
                           59  Correspondence  -  Cornwell, Ruby - 1952 
                           60  Correspondence  -  Cornwell, Ruby - Jan. - Feb., 1953 
                           61  Correspondence  - Cornwell, Ruby -  Mar. - July 1953 
                           62 Correspondence - Cornwell, Ruby - Nov. - Dec., 1953 
                           63 Correspondence - Cornwell, Ruby - Feb. - Apr., 1954 
                           64 Correspondence - Cornwell, Ruby - June - July, 1954 
                           65  Correspondence - Cornwell, Ruby - Aug.  Dec., 1954 
Box 110-5          66  Correspondence - Cornwell, Ruby -  Jan. - Feb., 1955 
                           67  Correspondence  - Cornwell, Ruby - May - June,  1955 
                           68  Correspondence  - Cornwell, Ruby - Sept. - Nov., 1955 
                           69  Correspondence - Cornwell, Ruby -  Dec., 1955 
                           70  Correspondence  - Cornwell, Ruby -1956 
                           71  Correspondence  - Cornwell, Ruby - Jan. - Mar.   1957 
                           72  Correspondence  - Cornwell, Ruby - April 1957 - Nov. 1958 





Series B: Family Papers - Elizabeth A. Waring continued 
Box           Folder           
110-5               74  Correspondence  - Cornwell, Ruby -1960 
                         75  Correspondence  -  Cornwell, Ruby -1961 - 1964 
                         76  Correspondence  -  Cornwell, Ruby - No date 
                         77  Correspondence  -  Cou-Cox 
                         78  Correspondence  -  Culbertson, J. B. 
                         79  Correspondence  -  Dab-Dawn 
                         80  Correspondence  -  Dawson, Mary and Charles 
                         81  Correspondence  -  Dea - Dec. 
                         82  Correspondence  -  DeCosta, Beautine 1950 
                         83  Correspondence  -  DeCosta,  Beautine - 1951-1952 
                         84  Correspondence - DeCosta, Beautine (no date) - DeCosta, Jr. 
                         85  Correspondence  - DeLaine, J. A.   (Rev.) 
                         86  Correspondence  - Delany - Dev. 
                         87  Correspondence  - Di   
                         88  Correspondence    -  Dombrowski, J. 
                         89  Correspondence    -  Du - Dw 
                         90  Correspondence    -  E 
                         91  Correspondence    -  Fa - Fe 
                         92  Correspondence    -  Fi - Fill 
                         93  Correspondence    -  Finnie, Isabella, 1947-1949 
                         94  Correspondence - Finnie, Isabella, 1950 
                         95  Correspondence - Finnie, Isabella, 1951 
                         96  Correspondence - Finnie, Isabella, 1954-1955 
                         97  Correspondence - Finnie,Isabella - 1956-1959 
                         98  Correspondence -  Finnie, Isabella - No  date 
                         99  Correspondence    -  Fis – Fi 
                        100   Correspondence     -  For - Fos 
                       101   Correspondence     -  Fr 
110-6              102   Correspondence     -  G  Go 
                       103   Correspondence     -  Gr -  Gu 
                       104   Correspondence     -  Ha 
                       105   Correspondence     -  He 
                       106   Correspondence     -  Heacock, Lucille and Roland 
                       107   Correspondence     -  Hic - Hin 
                       108   Correspondence     -  Hor 
                       109   Correspondence     -  Hou 
                       110   Correspondence     -  Howard, Raoul 
                       111   Correspondence     -  Howie - Hu 
                       112   Correspondence     -  Hyde, Ann and Simeon 
                       113   Correspondence     -  I 





Series B: Family Papers - Elizabeth A. Waring continued 
Box           Folder           
110-6              115   Correspondence  -  Jelliffe, Rowena Woodham 
                        116   Correspondence - Jen - Jo 
                        117   Correspondence - Ju - Juh 
                        118   Correspondence     -  Juster,  Kathleen Waring 
                        119   Correspondence - K 
                        120   Correspondence - La 
                        121   Correspondence -  Lehman, Kitty  (Mrs.  Robert)                             
   122  Correspondence - Lemon, Harriet Wright 
                        123  Correspondence -  Lerner, Max 
                        124  Correspondence -  Lovelace, L. T. 
                        125  Correspondence -  Ma 
                        126  Correspondence -  Martin, Gertrude (Mrs.  L. E.) 
                        127  Correspondence  - Mc 
                        128  Correspondence  -  Me - Mi 
                        129  Correspondence  -  Mo - Mor 
                        130  Correspondence    Mos  -  Mu 
                        131  Correspondence    N 
                        132  Correspondence    0 
                        133  Correspondence    Pa 
                        134  Correspondence    Pe 
                        135  Correspondence    Pi   Pr 
                        136  Correspondence    Ra 
                        137  Correspondence  -  Re -  Ri 
                        138  Correspondence  -  Ro 
                        139  Correspondence  -  Ru 
 
     110-7         140  Correspondence  -  Sa 
                        141  Correspondence  -  Sc - Se 
                        142  Correspondence  -  Sh - Sm 
                        143  Correspondence  -  Speaks, Winifred 
                        144  Correspondence  -  Spen 
                        145  Correspondence  -  St 
                        146  Correspondence  -  Sugarmon,  Miriam - 1950 
                        147  Correspondence -  Sugarmon, Miriam - 1951-1953 
                        148  Correspondence -  Sugarmon, Miriam - 1955-1959 
                        149  Correspondence - Sugarmon,  Miriam - 1961-1963 
                        150  Correspondence - Sugarmon,  Miriam - no   date 
                        151  Correspondence  - Sw 









Series B: Family Papers - Elizabeth A. Waring continued 
Box           Folder           
110-7               153  Correspondence  - Va 
                        154  Correspondence  - Veal, Maude  (Mrs. Frank   T.) - 1952-1954 
                        155  Correspondence  - Veal, Maude  (Mrs. Frank   T.)  - no date 
                        156  Correspondence  - Wa 
                        157  Correspondence  - We – Wh 
                        158  Correspondence - Wh 
                        159  Correspondence - Wi - Wilson, D. 
                        160  Correspondence - Wilson, Lillian and Roscoe - 1950-1963 
                        161  Correspondence - Wilson, Lillian and Roscoe - no date 
                        162  Correspondence     -  Win 
                        163  Correspondence     -  Wood, Mary E. 
                        164  Correspondence     -  Wright, Marion 
                        165  Correspondence     -  XYZ 
                        166  Correspondence     -  One  name  only 
                        167  Correspondence     -  Fan  mail  -  A-B 
                        168  Correspondence     -  Fan  mail  -  C 
                        169  Correspondence     -  Fan  mail  -  D 
                        170  Correspondence     -  Fan  mail  -  G-H 
                        171  Correspondence     -  Fan  mail  -  J-L 
                        172  Correspondence     -  Fan  mail  -  M 
                        173  Correspondence     -  Fan  mail  -  P-R 
                        174  Correspondence     -  Fan  mail  -  S 
                        175  Correspondence     -  Fan  mail  -  T-Z 
                        176  Correspondence     -  Fan  mail  -  unsigned 
                        177  Correspondence     -  General - unsigned 
                        178  Correspondence     -  Cards 
                        179  Correspondence     -  Telegrams 
 
Series C:  Correspondence, General - Judge Waring 
110-8                180  Correspondence -   A-Ai 
                          181  Correspondence -   Akins, John 
                          182  Correspondence -   Alexander, E-  Alexander, N 
                          183  Correspondence -   Alexander, Raymond Pace 
                          184  Correspondence     -  Alexander, Sadie T. M. 
                          185  Correspondence     -  All - Allen, F. 
                          186  Correspondence     -  Allen, J. 
                          187  Correspondence     -  Allman - Am 








Series C:  Correspondence, General - Judge Waring continued 
Box           Folder           
110-8                 189  Correspondence     -  Andrews, Robert Armstrong 
                          190  Correspondence     -  Anthony - Ar 
                          191  Correspondence   - Asapansa -  Johnson, C.   (Dr.) 
                          192  Correspondence   -  Ash - At 
                          193  Correspondence   -  Atwell, F. D. -  Ay 
                          194  Correspondence   -  B-Barlow 
                          195  Correspondence   -  Barnard-Barron 
                          196  Correspondence   -  Bas-Baz 
                          197  Correspondence   -  Bea-Bel 
                          198  Correspondence   -  Ben-Bennett, R. 
                          199  Correspondence   -  Benson-Ber 
                          200  Correspondence   -  Bernard, R-Bes 
                          201  Correspondence   -  Bev-Bi 
                          202  Correspondence   -  Bl-Bla 
                          203  Correspondence   -  Bli-Blu 
                          204  Correspondence   -  Bo-Bol 
                          205  Correspondence   -  Bom-Bond, H 
                          206  Correspondence   -  Bond, J-Bow 
                          207  Correspondence   -  Boyle, Sarah Patton (Patty) (Mrs.  Roger) 
                          208  Correspondence   -  Brac 
                          209  Correspondence   -  Brad-Bran 
                          210  Correspondence   -  Brec-Bri 
                          211  Correspondence   -  Bro-Brower 
                          212  Correspondence   -  Brown, C - Brown,  W. 
                          213  Correspondence   -  Bry-Bumpas 
                          214  Correspondence   -  Bumpon, H. C. 
                          215  Correspondence   -  Bun-Bur 
                          216  Correspondence   -  Burden-But 
110-9                 217  Correspondence   -  Ca-Cam 
                          218  Correspondence   -  Can-Carlson 
                          219  Correspondence   -  Carman- Carrington 
                          220  Correspondence   -  Carson-Cav 
                          221  Correspondence   -  Ch-Ci 
                          222  Correspondence   -  Clark, K - Clark,  P. 
                          223  Correspondence   -  Clark, Septima 1950-1951 
                          224  Correspondence   -Clark, Septima  1952 
                          225  Correspondence   - Clark, Septima 1953 
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Container List 
 
Series C:  Correspondence, General - Judge Waring continued 
Box           Folder           
110-9               226 Correspondence - Clark, Septima 1954 
                         227  Correspondence - Clark, Septima 1955 
                         228  Correspondence - Clark, Septima 1956 
                         229  Correspondence - Clark, Septima 1957 
                         230  Correspondence - Clark, Septima 1958 
                         231  Correspondence - Clark, Septima 1959 
                         232  Correspondence - Clark, Septima. 1960-1961 
                         233  Correspondence - Clark, Septima  1962-1964 
                         234  Correspondence - Clark, Septima   no date 
                         235  Correspondence   - Clark, T. - Clarke, E. 
110-10             236  Correspondence   -  Clary-Clau 
                         237  Correspondence   -  Clement, A 
                         238  Correspondence   -  Cli-Cly 
                         239  Correspondence   -  Co-Coles 
                         240  Correspondence   -  Collier-Collinson 
                         241  Correspondence   -  Colon-Coo 
                         242  Correspondence   -  Cornwell, Ruby   (Mrs.  A. T.) 
                         243  Correspondence   -  Cov-Cox 
                         244  Correspondence   -  Cr 
                         245  Correspondence   -  Cu 
                         246  Correspondence   -  Da-Dar 
                         247  Correspondence   -  Dav 
                         248  Correspondence   -  Daw-Delaine 
                         249  Correspondence   -  Delany-Den 
                         250  Correspondence   -  Det-Dew 
                         251  Correspondence   -  Di-Dob 
                         252  Correspondence   -  Dombrowski, J 1947-1949 
                         253  Correspondence   -  Dombrowski, J.1950 
                         254  Correspondence   -  Dombrowski, J. 1951 
                         255  Correspondence   -  Dombrowski, J. 
                         256  Correspondence -  Dombrowski, J.  1954 
                         257  Correspondence    -  Doo-Dow 
                         258  Correspondence   -  Dr-Du 
                         259  Correspondence    -  E 
110-11             260  Correspondence    -  Fa 
                        261  Correspondence    -  Fe-Fed 
                        262  Correspondence    -  Fen-Fev 
                        263  Correspondence    -  Fi-Fielding 









Series C:  Correspondence, General - Judge Waring continued 
Box           Folder           
110-11             264  Correspondence    -  Fields, Mamie E. 
                         265  Correspondence    -  Finch-Fine 
                         266  Correspondence    -  Finley-Finn 
                         267  Correspondence    -  Fir-Fix 
                         268  Correspondence    -  Fl-Flet 
                         269  Correspondence    -  Flo-Fol 
                         270  Correspondence    -  Ford, E. - Ford, P. 
                         271  Correspondence    -  Foreman, Clark 
                         272  Correspondence    -  Fos 
                         273  Correspondence    -  Fr-Fras 
                         274  Correspondence    -  Fre 
                         275  Correspondence    -  Fro 
                         276  Correspondence    -  Fu 
                         277  Correspondence    -  G-Gar 
                         278  Correspondence    -  Gau-Ge 
                         279  Correspondence    -  Gi 
                         280  Correspondence    -  Gl-Gol 
                         281  Correspondence    -  Goodman, Louis 
                         282  Correspondence    -  Goodrich-Gor 
                         283  Correspondence    -  Gos-Gr 
                         284  Correspondence    -  Gre-Gri 
                         285  Correspondence    -  Grim-Gu 
110-12             286  Correspondence    -  Ha-Hal 
                         287  Correspondence    -  Hamilton, G. 
                         288  Correspondence    -  Hammond, J 
                         289  Correspondence    -  Han 
                         290  Correspondence    -  Har-Hardt 
                         291  Correspondence    -  Harlow, S. Ralph 
                         292  Correspondence    -  Harriman, W. A. -  Harrington, D. 
                         293  Correspondence    - Harris, G. -    Harvey, G. 
                         294  Correspondence    - Has – Hat  
110-12             295  Correspondence     Hay 
                         296  Correspondence     Heacock, Roland  and Lucille 
                         297  Correspondence  -   Head-Hei 
                         298  Correspondence  -   Hef-Hel 
                         299  Correspondence     -  Hen 








Series C:  Correspondence, General - Judge Waring continued 
Box           Folder           
110-12             301  Correspondence     -  Hi-Hills 
                         302  Correspondence     -  Him-Hin 
                         303  Correspondence     -  Hinton-J.M. 
                         304  Correspondence     -  Hip-Hir 
                         305  Correspondence     -  Ho-Hol 
                         306  Correspondence     -  Hoo-Hopkins, J.W. 
                         307  Correspondence     -  Hopson, James 0 
                         308  Correspondence     -  Hor-Horton, M. 
                         309  Correspondence     -  Horton, Myles -1949 
                         310  Correspondence     -  Horton, Myles -1950 
                         311  Correspondence     -  Horton, Myles - 1951-1952 
                         312  Correspondence     -  Horton, Myles - 1953-1954 
                         313  Correspondence     -  Horton, Myles - 1955-1956 
                         314  Correspondence     -  Horton, Myles -  no date 
                         315  Correspondence     -  Houck-Houser, G. M. - 1950 
                         316  Correspondence -   Houser, G. M.    1951 
                         317  Correspondence     -  Houser, G. M. 1952 
                         318  Correspondence     -  Houser, G. M. 1953 
                         319  Correspondence     -  Houser, G. M. 1955-1959 
                         320  Correspondence     -  Houser, G. M.  no date 
                         321  Correspondence     -  Houston, W.    Eugene (Rev.) 
                         322  Correspondence -   Howard-Howden,  E. 
                         323  Correspondence -   Howe, Waring S. 
                         324  Correspondence     -  Hu-Hunt 
                         325  Correspondence     -  Hus-Huy 
                         326  Correspondence - Hyde, A. -  Hyde, S. 
                         327  Correspondence - Hyer-Hyman 
110-13              328 Correspondence - I 
                         329   Correspondence - Ja-Jackson,  L. K. - 1950 
                         330   Correspondence - Jackson, L. K. 1951 
                         331   Correspondence   -  Jackson, L. K. 1952-1959 
                         332   Correspondence   -  Jackson, L  K.                                           
                         333   Correspondence   -  Jackson L. M.,   Jackson, M.    H. 
                         334   Correspondence   - Jacobs-Jar 
                         335   Correspondence   - Je-Jo 
                         336   Correspondence   -  Johnson, O.  Johnson, K. 










Series C:  Correspondence, General - Judge Waring continued 
Box           Folder           
110-13             338   Correspondence   -  Johnson, O.  Johnson, V. 
                         339   Correspondence   -  Johnston,  P. 
                         340   Correspondence   -  Jones, Alma 
                         341   Correspondence   -  Jones, A. -  Jones, W. 
                         342   Correspondence   -  Jor-Jus 
                         343   Correspondence   -  Ka-Karelsen 
                         344   Correspondence-  Karesh-Kaye 
                         345   Correspondence -  Ke-Kem 
                         346   Correspondence -  Ken-Key 
                         347   Correspondence   -  Kennedy, M. J.  folder #1 
                         348   Correspondence   -  Kennedy, M & J folder #2 
                         349   Correspondence   -  Kennedy, The President and   Mrs. (John) 
                         350   Correspondence   -  Ki-Kir 
                         351   Correspondence   -  KIa-KIi 
                         352   Correspondence   -  Kna-Knox 
                         353   Correspondence   -  Koe-Kogan 
                         354   Correspondence   -  Koger-Kra 
                         355   Correspondence   -  Ku 
110-14             356   Correspondence   -  La-Lan 
                         357   Correspondence   -  Las 
                         358   Correspondence   -  Laux, Katherine 
                         359   Correspondence   -  Law 
                         360   Correspondence   -  Lazere, Florence (Mrs.  Henry)  
                         361  Correspondence     -  Le 
                         362  Correspondence     -  Led - Lee, A. M. 
                         363  Correspondence     -  Lee, E. - Legg 
                         364  Correspondence     -  Leh-Lel 
                         365  Correspondence     -  Len-Ler 
                         366  Correspondence     -  Leve, Lewis  Hayd 
                         367  Correspondence     -  Levenson Levi 
                         368  Correspondence     -  Levin, A. J. - Levin, Florence, and Sherman 
                         369  Correspondence - Levy, Herbert  Monte 
                         370  Correspondence     -  Lewis, Arthur H. 
                         371  Correspondence     -  Lewis, B. Lewis, J. 
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110-14            373  Correspondence     -  Li-Lie 
                        374  Correspondence     -  Lil-Linnenberg C. 
                        375  Correspondence     -  Linte-Lit 
                        376  Correspondence     -  Livington, G. -  Loc-London, M. 
                        377  Correspondence 
                        378  Correspondence     -  Long-Low 
                        379  Correspondence     -  Lu-Ly 
110-15            380  Correspondence     -  Ma-Mah 
                        381  Correspondence     -  Mal-Malin 
                        382  Correspondence     -  Mallery-Malmed 
                        383  Correspondence     -  Manbeck, Marguerite 
                        384  Correspondence     -  Mani-Mar 
                        385  Correspondence     -  Marshall,  Thurgood - 1948 
                        386  Correspondence - Marshall,  Thurgood - 1949 
                        387  Correspondence - Marshall,  Thurgood - 1951 
                        383  Correspondence - Marshall,  Thurgood - 1953 
                        389  Correspondence - Marshall, Thurgood - 1954-1955 
                        390  Correspondence - Martin, A -  Martin, H. 
                        391  Correspondence - Martin, Louis E. 
                        392  Correspondence - Martin, W. H.  
  393   Correspondence    -  Mas-Mason, E. D. 
                        394   Correspondence    -  Mason, Lucy Randolph 
                        395   Correspondence    -  Mason, Paul B. 
                        396   Correspondence    -  Mat-Matthews 
                        397   Correspondence    -  May-Mayes 
                        398  Correspondence    -  Mays, Benjamin  E. 
                        399   Correspondence    -  Mav-Max 
                        400   Correspondence    -  McAdams- McBride 
                        401   Correspondence    -  McCain-McCracken 
                        402   Correspondence    -  McCray, John Henry 
                        403   Correspondence    -  McCulloch,  Spencer, R. 
                        404   Correspondence    -  McElroy-  McFall 
                        405   Correspondence    -  McGrath-McGratty                                              
  406   Correspondence    -  McInerney- McKnight 
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110-15             408   Correspondence    -  McMath- McMillan, C. 
                        409   Correspondence    -  McMillan, Lewis K. 
                        410   Correspondence    -  McNally-  McNeill 
                        411   Correspondence    -  McWilliams,  Robert 
                        412   Correspondence    -  Me-Mel 
                        413   Correspondence    -  Mer-Merritt 
                        414   Correspondence    -  Merson, Edna A. 
                        415   Correspondence    -  Mi-Miller, A. 
                        416   Correspondence    -  Miller, G.-Min 
                        417   Correspondence    -  Mitchell, Clarence 
                        418   Correspondence    -  Mitchell, George S. 
                        419   Correspondence    -  Mo-Mol 
                        420   Correspondence    -  Mon 
                        421   Correspondence    -  Moon, Ellis P. 
                        422   Correspondence    -  Moon, H. L. - Moon, M 
                        423   Correspondence    -  Moore, E. - Morgan, W. 
                        424   Correspondence    -  Morin-Morris, J. B. 
                        425   Correspondence    -  Morris, W. Morton, R.  
                        426  Correspondence - Moses,  Lois L. (Mrs.  Dyctis J.) 
                        427  Correspondence -   Moskowitz,  M. G. P. 
                        428  Correspondence    -  Moy-Mou 
                        429  Correspondence    -  Mu-Murphy,  W. F. 
                        430  Correspondence    -  Murray-My 
110-16             431  Correspondence    -  Na-Nat 
                        432  Correspondence    -  Ne-Nerney 
                        433  Correspondence    -  Net-Ney 
                        434  Correspondence    -  Ni-Nis 
                        435  Correspondence    -  No 
                        436  Correspondence    -  O-Of 
                        437  Correspondence    - O'Gara, Charles 
                        438  Correspondence    -  O'Guin-Ol 
                        439  Correspondence    -  Or-Os 
                        440  Correspondence    -  Otton, Alma W. 
                        441  Correspondence    -  Ov-Ox 
                        442  Correspondence    -  Pa-Pal 
                        443  Correspondence    -  Pan-Panzer 
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110-16             445  Correspondence    -  Parker, J. J. 1946 
                         446  Correspondence    -  Parker, J. J.  Feb - May, 1947 
                         447  Correspondence - Parker, J. J.  July-Aug, 1947 
                         448  Correspondence - Parker, J. J. October - November 1947 
                         449  Correspondence - Parker, J. J.  Feb. - April, 1948 
                         450  Correspondence - Parker, J. J.  May-Aug., 1948 
                         451  Correspondence - Parker, J. J.  October-November, 1948 
                         452  Correspondence - Parker, J. J.  1949 
                         453  Correspondence - Parker, J. J.  1950 
                         454  Correspondence - Parker, J. J. 1951 
                         455  Correspondence - Parker, J. J.1952 
                         456  Correspondence - Parker, J. J.  no date 
                         457  Correspondence - J. L.  
              458  Correspondence -   Parnell-Pat 
                         459  Correspondence -   Patterson,  Franklin 
                         460  Correspondence -   Patterson, R. Patterson, V. 
                         461  Correspondence     Patton-Pau 
                         462  Correspondence     Payne, Ethel L. (Miss) 
                         463  Correspondence     Pe-Pel 
                         464  Correspondence     Pem-Pep 
                         465  Correspondence     Perkins-Perron 
                         466  Correspondence     Persoff- Peterson 
                         467  Correspondence     -  Pettengill- Philbin  
                         468  Correspondence     -  Phillips-Pl 
                         469  Correspondence     -  Po-Pollock 
                         470  Correspondence     -  Pope, Linda and Bill 
                         471  Correspondence     -  Porcher- Portnow 
                         472  Correspondence     -  Poston, Theodore 
                         473  Correspondence     -  Pot-Pou 
                         474  Correspondence     -  Powell, Lena (Mrs.  C. B.) 
                         475  Correspondence -   Price, Brandon 
                         476  Correspondence     -  Pru-Puzo 
                         477  Correspondence     -  Q 
110-17              478  Correspondence     -  Ra-Ram 
                         479  Correspondence     -  Randolph, A. Philip 
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110-17             481  Correspondence     -  Re-Reid 
                        482  Correspondence     -  Reimer-Reiner 
                        483  Correspondence     -  Reitman, Alan 
                        484  Correspondence     -  Ren-Rey 
                        485  Correspondence     -  Reynolds, G. - Reynolds, R. 
                        486  Correspondence     -  Rh-R 
                        487  Correspondence     -  Rivers, F. - Rivers, L. 
                        488  Correspondence     -  Ro-Roberts, H. 
                        489  Correspondence     -  Roberts, N. - Robinson, J. 
                        490  Correspondence     Robinson, P. - Rog 
                        491  Correspondence     Roo-Ros 
  492 Correspondence - Roosevelt,  Eleanor (Mrs. F.    D.) 
                        493  Correspondence -    Ross, B. J. -   M. H. 
                         494  Correspondence      -  Ross, R. - Rothe, A. 
                         495  Correspondence      -  Rothwell, R. J. 
                         496  Correspondence      -  Rowan, Carl T. 
                         497  Correspondence      -  Ru 
110-18              498  Correspondence      -  Sa-Sal 
                          499  Correspondence      -  Sam-Sav 
                          500  Correspondence      -  Sc-Sch 
                          501  Correspondence      -  Schatz, Julius 
                          502  Correspondence      -  Scheiber-Schuman 
                          503  Correspondence      -  Schuster, M. - Schuster,  R. 
                          504  Correspondence      -  Scott 
                          505  Correspondence      -  Se-Sease 
                          506  Correspondence      -  See-Sel 
                          507  Correspondence      -  Sengstacke, John A. 
                          508  Correspondence      -  Senior --Shapiro 
                          509  Correspondence      -  Sharp, Waitstill H. 
                          510  Correspondence      -  Shaw-Sherman 
                          511  Correspondence      -  Shr-Si 
                          512  Correspondence      -  Silberstein, Robert J. -      Jan., 1949 
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110-17             514  Correspondence      - Silberstein, Robert J. -      1950-1954 
                         515  Correspondence      - Sillman-    Silverman 
                         516  Correspondence      -  Simkins, Modjeska M. 
                         517  Correspondence      -  Simmons-Sinclair 
                         518  Correspondence      -  Sindler-  Singleton 
                         519  Correspondence      -  Sitler, J. M. 
                         520  Correspondence      -  Sk 
                         521  Correspondence      -  Sl 
                         522  Correspondence      -  Smith, A. - Smith, C. 
                         523  Correspondence      -  Smith, D. - Smith, G. 
                         524  Correspondence      -  Smith, H. - Smith, L. 
110-18             525  Correspondence -   Smith, Neely J. 
                         526  Correspondence     -  Smith, P. -  Smith, S. 
                         527  Correspondence     -  Sn-Spa 
                         528  Correspondence     -  Speaks, Winifred  W. 
                         529  Correspondence     -  Spearman, Alice N. 
                         530  Correspondence     -  Spence-Spencer 
                         531  Correspondence     -  Spike-Spindell 
                         532  Correspondence     -  Spingarn, A. - Spo 
                         533  Correspondence     -  Spottswood, Stephen Gill 
                         534  Correspondence -   Sta-Stemons 
                         535  Correspondence -   Stephens, I. - Stephens, R. 
                         536  Correspondence     -  Sterling, H. -Sterling, P. 
                         537  Correspondence     -  Stern, Carl S. 
                         538  Correspondence     -  Stern, J. David 
                         539  Correspondence     -  Stevens 
                         540  Correspondence     -  Stewart, Bee 
                         541  Correspondence     -  Stewart, G. - Stewart, M. 
                         542  Correspondence     -  Sti-Stringer 
                         543  Correspondence     -  Strobel- Sugarman 
                         544  Correspondence     -  Suggs-Swick 
                         545  Correspondence     -  Switzer, Rozella 
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110-19             547  Correspondence     -  Taggett, Reuben S. 
                        548  Correspondence     -  Taggs, Harry D. O. 
                        549  Correspondence     -  Tal-Tay 
                        550  Correspondence     -  Te-Tem 
                        551  Correspondence     -  Thackrey 
                        552  Correspondence     -  Thayer, L.  Harrison, II 
                        553  Correspondence -   The-Thomas, K. 
                        554  Correspondence -   Thomas, M. - Thomas, V. 
                        555  Correspondence -   Thompson, Boots 
                        556  Correspondence -   Thompson, G. - Thompson, H. 
                        557  Correspondence   -  Thompson, J. - Thompson, W. 
                        558  Correspondence     Thomson, Joe 
                        559  Correspondence   -  Thorne, Clifford 
                        560  Correspondence   -  Thorton, Betty 
                        561  Correspondence   -  Thurman, Howard (Dr.) 
                        562  Correspondence   -  Ti-Tin 
                        563  Correspondence   -  To-Todd, J.-C. 
                        564  Correspondence   -  Todd, Jack 
                        565  Correspondence   -  Todd, R. - Tre 
                        566  Correspondence   -  Trenholm, Belle Pinder 
                        567  Correspondence   -  Truman, Harry 
                        568  Correspondence   -  Trutner Tucker 
                        569  Correspondence   -  Turk-Ty 
                        570  Correspondence   -  U 
                        571  Correspondence   -  Va- Vans 
                        572  Correspondence   -  Vaudrin, Philip 
                        573  Correspondence   -  Veal, Frank R. (Rev.) 
                        574  Correspondence   -  Veal, Maude T.  (Mrs.) 
                        575  Correspondence   -  Ver Hoven-Vernon 
                        576  Correspondence   -  Vining Roscoe H. 
                        577  Correspondence   -  Vinson: Fred M. 
                        578  Correspondence   -  Vo 
110-20            579  Correspondence     Wa-Walker 
                        580  Correspondence     Walls, W. J. 
                        581  Correspondence     Walsh-War 
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110-20            583  Correspondence -    Waring-Warmsley 
                       584  Correspondence   -  Warren, Anne 1946-1951 
                       585  Correspondence   -  Warren, Anne 1952 - 1957                                             
                       586  Correspondence   -  Warren, Anne 1960-1968 
                       587  Correspondence   -  Warren, Anne no date 
                       588  Correspondence   -  Warren, Earl  
                       589   Correspondence - Warren,  Stanley 
                       590   Correspondence - Warren, Stanley - no date 
                       591   Correspondence    -  Wartman - Wat 
                       592   Correspondence    -  We-Weaver, R. 
                       593   Correspondence    -  Weber, Palmer 
                       594   Correspondence    -  Wec-Weis 
                       595   Correspondence    -  Weiss-Wesley 
                       596   Correspondence    -  West 
                       597   Correspondence    -  Wheeler-Whetzel, J.  -  April/May 1950 
                       598   Correspondence    -  Whetzel, Jr.   Sept. 1950-Dec. 1951 
                       599   Correspondence - Whipple-Whisenhurt 
                       600   Correspondence - White, A.-White, R. 
                       601   Correspondence    -  White, Walter 1948-1949 
                       602   Correspondence    -  White, Walter- 1950 
                       603   Correspondence    -  White, Walter- Jan., 1951 
                       604   Correspondence    -  White, Walter-  May, 1951 
                       605   Correspondence    -  White, Walter- October-December 1951 
                       606   Correspondence - White, Walter- February, 1952 
                       607   Correspondence - White, Walter-    March, 1952 
                       608   Correspondence - White, Walter- April, 1952 
                       609   Correspondence - White, Walter  May-June, 1952 
                       610   Correspondence - Whitehead-Whittington 
                       611   Correspondence - Wi-Wie 
                       612   Correspondence - Wilkes-Wilkinson 
                       613   Correspondence - Williams, A. P.-Williams, Adell 
                       614   Correspondence - Williams, Aubrey-1948-1949 
                       615   Correspondence - Williams, Aubrey 1950 
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110-20             617   Correspondence - Williams, Aubrey 1952 
                        618   Correspondence - Williams, C.  William, J. 
             619   Correspondence -   Williams, O.- Williams, R. 
                        620   Correspondence     -  Williams, Sidney 
                        621   Correspondence     -  Williamson-  Wilmer 
                        622   Correspondence     -  Wilson, Alan F. 
                        623   Correspondence     -  Wilson, J. Wilson, W. 
                        624   Correspondence     - Windsor -Winer 
                        625   Correspondence     -  Wis-wit 
                        626   Correspondence     -  Wo-Wolff 
                        627   Correspondence     -  Wom-Woods 
                        628   Correspondence     -  Woodson-Woolsey 
                        629   Correspondence     -  Work, Edith McFall 
                        630   Correspondence     -  Worthy, William 
                        631   Correspondence     -  Wortz-Wre 
110-21            632   Correspondence     -  Wright, A. -Wright, J. 
                        633   Correspondence     -  Wright, Marion 1944-1949 
                        634   Correspondence     -  Wright, Marion  Feb., 1950 
                        635   Correspondence     -  Wright, Marion April 1950 
                        636   Correspondence     -  Wright, Marion May 1950 
                        637   Correspondence     -  Wright, Marion Nov.-Dec., 1950 
                        638   Correspondence - Wright, Marion 1951 
                        639   Correspondence     -  Wright, Marion 1952 
                        640   Correspondence     -  Wright, Marion March-April, 1953 
                        641   Correspondence     - Wright, Marion   May-August,      1953 
                        642   Correspondence     - Wright, Marion September-October, 1953 
                         643   Correspondence - Wright, Marion January-February, 1954 
                         644   Correspondence - Wright, Marion March-April, 1954  
                         645 Correspondence - Wright, Marion  May-July, 1954 
                         646   Correspondence - Wright, Marion August-December 1954 
                         647   Correspondence - Wright, Marion January-March, 1955 
                         648   Correspondence - Wright, Marion May, 1955 
                         649   Correspondence - Wright, Marion July, 1955 
                         650   Correspondence - Wright, Marion August, 1955 
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110-21            652   Correspondence - Wright, Marion October-December, 1955 
                        653   Correspondence - Wright, Marion 1956-1957 
                        654   Correspondence  -  Wright, Marion no date 
                        655   Correspondence  -  Wright, Mildred 
                        656   Correspondence  -  Wrighten-Wy 
                        657   Correspondence  -  Yaller, Betsy 
                        658   Correspondence  -  Ye-Young, M. 
                        659   Correspondence  -  Young, P.-Youell 
                        660   Correspondence  -  Za-Zo 
110-22             661   Correspondence  -  Burke Industrial School Student's Mail 
                        662   Correspondence - Draft of Correspondence 
                        663   Correspondence - One name only 
                        664   Correspondence - form letters signed by Judge Waring 
                        665   Correspondence  -  illegible handwriting 
                        666   Correspondence  -  incomplete letters 
                        667   Correspondence  -  unsigned 
                        668   Correspondence  -  greeting cards 
                        669   Correspondence  -  post cards 
                        670   Correspondence  -  telegrams  -  B 
                        671   Correspondence  -  telegrams  -  C 
                        672   Correspondence  -  telegrams  -  D 
                        673   Correspondence  -  telegrams  -  F-G 
                        674   Correspondence  -  telegrams  -  H 
                        675   Correspondence  -  telegrams  -  J-L 
                        676   Correspondence  -  telegrams  -  M 
                        677  Correspondence    -  telegrams  N 
                        678  Correspondence     -  telegrams  O-Q 
                        679  Correspondence     -  telegrams  R 
                        680  Correspondence     -  telegrams  S 
                        681  Correspondence     -  telegrams  T-V 
                        682  Correspondence     -  telegrams  W 
                        683  Correspondence     -  telegrams  -  first name only 
                        684  Correspondence - telegrams no name 
                        685  Correspondence     -  telephone messages 
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110-23            687  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  B-Bi 
                        688  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  Bo- Bre 
                        689  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  Bro- Bu 
                        690  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  By-Ch 
                        691  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  Cl-Cr 
                        692  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  D 
                        693  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  E 
                        694  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  F 
                        695  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  G 
                        696  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  H 
                        697  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  J 
                        698  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  K 
                        699  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  L 
                        700  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  Ma 
                        701  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  Mc 
                        702  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  Me-My 
                        703  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  N-O 
                        704  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  P-Q 
                        705  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  R 
                        706  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  S 
                        707  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  T-V 
                        708  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  Wa-We 
                        709  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  Wi 
                        710  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  Wh-Y 
                        711  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  No name 
                        712  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  one name only 
                        713  Correspondence     -  fan  mail  -  postcards 
 110-23            714 Correspondence - fan mail -  signatures of persons present on   
   Pilgrimage in honor of Judge Waring, Nov. 26,1950 
                         715  Correspondence  - hate mail   -  C-L 
                         716  Correspondence  - hate mail   -  M-P 
                         717  Correspondence  - hate mail   -  R-S 
                         718  Correspondence  - hate mail   -  W 
                         719  Correspondence  - hate mail   - inspected by  Post Office   
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110-23             720  Correspondence  - hate mail -  inspected by  P.O. Dept. #11-20 
                         721  Correspondence  - hate mail -  inspected by P.O. Dept #21-30 
                         722  Correspondence - hate mail -  inspected by P.O. Dept.#31, #40 
                         723  Correspondence - hate mail -   inspected by P.O. Dept. #41-48  
                         724  Correspondence - hate mail -   post cards 
                         725  Correspondence - hate mail -    unsigned 
 
 
Series D:   Files (Case File) 
110-24              726 Answer to complaint - Briggs vs. Elliott no- 2657 
                          727 Application for Declaratory  Judgement and Injunction - Briggs vs.   
   Elliott no 2657 
                           728 Appeal to U.S. Supreme Court October term, 1949 /June 5, 1950/ -  
   Briggs vs. Elliott, no 2657 
                           729 Appeal to U.S. Supreme Court, October term, 1951  /Jan. 28, 1952/  
   Briggs vs. Elliot, no 26-57 
                           730 Appeal to U.S. Supreme Court, October term, 1953 /May 17,1954/  
   Briggs vs. Elliot, no. 2657 
                           731 Brief for defendants – Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                           732 Complaint - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                           733  Correspondence - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                           734  Correspondence - draft - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                           735  Court Orders - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                           736  Decrees - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                           737  Dissenting Opinion - June 23, 1951 - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                            738  Dissenting Opinion - June 23, 1951 - extra copies - Briggs vs.  
    Elliot - no 2657 
                           739  Dissenting Opinion - June 23, 1951 - extra copies - Briggs vs.  
    Elliot, no 2657 
                           740  Dissenting Opinion - in draft - Briggs vs. Elliot, no. 2657 
                           741  Dissenting Opinion - June 23, 1951 with holographic dedication to  
    Mrs. Waring from the Judge - Briggs vs. Elliot no 2657 
110-25                742 Evidence - Address of the  Honorable James F. Byrnes, 
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110-25             743 Evidence - Inaugural Address of the Honorable James F. Byrnes as  
    Governor of S.C - - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                        744 Evidence - Inaugural Address of the Honorable James F. Byrnes 
                                                   as Governor of S.C. - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                        745 Interrogations by defendants - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                        746 List of names - Briggs vs. Elliot,  no 2657 
  747 Memorandum brief for plaintiffs - statement of facts  
    - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                         748 Motion for judgment filed 2-7-52 - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                         749 The Negro Patrons' Com. School District #2, Clarendon                       
    County, S.C.: Re.: Appeal for Equality in Education Briggs 
    vs. Elliot, 2657 
                         750 Newspaper clipping - Re.: Clarendon County, S.C. Equalization of  
    Public Schools for white and Negroes - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 
    2657 
                          751 Notes - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                          752 Opinion - Briggs vs. Elliot,   no 2657 
                          753 Order for   hearing - Feb. 14, 1952  -  Briggs vs. Elliott, no 2657 
                          754 Printed material - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                           755 Publication - The Negro in the Supreme Court by Edward F. Waite-  
    Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                            756 Quotation - origin unknown - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                            757 Report of Defendants Pursuant to Decree dated June 21,                     
    1951 - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                            758 Report of defendants - appendices A.B.C.D 
                            759 Statement as to Jurisdiction Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                            760 Testimony at Trial, May 28, 1951, Charleston, S.C. vol. 1 - Briggs  
    vs. Elliot, no 2657 
      761 Testimony at Trial - May 28, 29, 1951.  Charleston, S.C.                      
    vol. 2 - Briggs vs. Elliot, no 2657 
                            762 Transcript of Hearing - March 3,1952, Columbia, S.C. - Briggs vs.  
    Elliot, no 2657 
110-26                 763 Analysis of Complaint and Answer - Brown vs. Baskin                          
    no 1964 
                             764 Appeal - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                             765  Correspondence - A - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                              766  Correspondence - Bar - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
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110-26            768  Correspondence - Bec-Ber - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                        769  Correspondence - Bi-Bo – Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                        770  Correspondence - Bra-Bre - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
   771  Correspondence - Bro-Bu - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                        772  Correspondence - Ca - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                        773  Correspondence - Cha-Che - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                        774  Correspondence - Chi   Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                        775  Correspondence - Cl   Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                        776  Correspondence - Coa-Collins Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                        777  Correspondence - Collisson-Coo Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                        778  Correspondence - D - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964. 
                        779  Correspondence - E - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                        780  Correspondence - Fa-Fi - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
  781 Correspondence - Fi-Fo - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                        782  Correspondence - Fr - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                         783  Correspondence - Ga - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                         784  Correspondence - Ge-Go - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                          785  Correspondence - Gra - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                          786  Correspondence - Gre - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                          787  Correspondence - Gri-Gro Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                          788  Correspondence - H - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                          789  Correspondence - Ha  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                          790  Correspondence - J  -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                          791  Correspondence - K  -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                          792  Correspondence - L  - - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                          793  Correspondence - Ma   - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                          794  Correspondence - Mc    - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                          795  Correspondence - Me-Mi -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                           796  Correspondence - Mob-Moo -- Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                           797  Correspondence - Mor-My - - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964  
                           798  Correspondence - N -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                           799  Correspondence - O - - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                           800  Correspondence  - Pa-Pe -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                           801  Correspondence  Po-Pri - - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                            802  Correspondence  - Pru-Q -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                            803  Correspondence  - R -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
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110-26            805 Correspondence - Sc -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       806  Correspondence - Se-Sh - - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       807  Correspondence - Si-Sm - - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       808  Correspondence - Sn-Ste - - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       809  Correspondence - Str-Sw - - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       810  Correspondence - The-Thomas, E. - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       811  Correspondence - Thomas, J.E. - - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       812  Correspondence - Thompson - - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       813  Correspondence - To-Tu -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       814  Correspondence - Wa -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       815  Correspondence - We -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       816  Correspondence - Wh -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       817  Correspondence - Williams - - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       818  Correspondence - Willis-Wr - - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       819  Correspondence - XYZ -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
110-27           820  Findings of fact, conclusions of Law and Order -  - Brown vs. Baskin,  
   no 1964  
                      821  Hearings on motions -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       822  Memorandum -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       823  Memorandum of Law for Plaintiff  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       824  Notes drafts, etc. -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       825  Opinion -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       826  Order of injunction -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       827  Rules of the Democratic Party of S.C. -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       828  Statements of Court Proceedings -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
            829 Transcript of Official Court Report -  - Brown vs. Baskin, no 1964 
                       830 City Public Schools Reading Tests - Spring 1944 -14 Negro School  
   Teachers 
                      831 Correspondence - 14 Negro School Teachers 
                      832  The Deficiency Appropriation Act,1943-1944 - 14 Negro 
                                    School Teachers 
                       833  Notes - 14 Negro School Teachers 
                       834  Salary Information - 14 Negro School Teachers 
                       835  Duvall vs. School Board no. 1082 14 Negro School Teachers 
                       836  Morris vs. Williams, no 555 14 Negro School Teachers 
                       837  Roles vs. School Board of the City of Newport News, no 6 









Series D:   Files (Case File) continued 
Box           Folder           
110-27            839  Briggs et al vs. Clarendon Board of Trustees no 2505 
                        840  Appeal U.S. vs. Zamloch, no 32646 
                        841  Appellant's Closing Brief U.S.  vs. Zamloch, no 32646 
                        842  Appellants Opening Brief U.S.   vs. Zamloch, no 32646 
                        843  Brief for Appellee. - U.S. vs.  Zamloch, no 32646 
                        844  Narration of Past Events - U.S. vs. Zamloch, no 32646 
                        845  Correspondence  - A-H  - U.S. vs. Zamloch, no  32646 
                         846  Correspondence  - K-N  - U.S. vs. Zamloch, no  32646 
                         847  Correspondence  - O -  U.S. vs. Zamloch, no  32646 
                        848  Correspondence  - W - U.S. vs.  Zamloch, no 32646 
110-28            849  General instructions   of the Court U.S. vs.  Zamloch, no 32646 
                       850  Independent Proof of   Conspiracy U.S. vs.  Zamloch, no 32646                             
            851 Instructions Proposed by Defendant - U.S. vs. Zamloch, no 32646  
                       852 Memorandum of Legal Position of Federal Grand Jury - U.S.                               
   vs. Zamloch, no 32646  
                      853 Notes - U.S. vs.  Zamloch, no 32646 
           854 On Motion of Remand - U.S. vs. Zamloch, no 32646 
                      855 Proceedings on Judgement and Sentence - Reporters' Transcript –  
   U.S. vs. Zamloch, no 32646 
                      856 Transcripts of Court Reports U.S. vs. Zamloch, no 32646 
                      857 Appellant's Appendix – John H. Wrighten vs.  Board of Trustees - no  
   1670 
                      858 Reply Brief/Brief in Opposition to Motion to Dismis; with Appendix  
   – John H. Wrighten vs.  Board of Trustees, no 1670 
                      859 Brief for Appellants – John H. Wrighten vs.  Board of Trustees, no  
   1670 
                      860 Correspondence - – John H. Wrighten vs.  Board of Trustees no 1670 
                      861 Defendants' Final Brief - – John H. Wrighten vs.  Board of Trustees, no 
   1670 
                      862 Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law - – John H. Wrighten vs.   
   Board of Trustees, no 1670 
                      863 Memoranda concerning cases – John H. Wrighten vs.  Board of   
   Trustees, no 1670 
                      864 Memorandum of Law with supplemental – John H. Wrighten vs.   
   Board of Trustees, no 1670 
                     865 Memorandum of matters, June 18, 1948 - John H. Wrighten vs. 
                                       Board of Trustees, no 1670 
                     866 Notes (holographs) -  John H. Wrighten vs.  Board of Trustees,               







Series D:   Files (Case File) continued 
Box           Folder           
110-28  867 Opinion - John H. Wrighten U.S. vs.  Board of Trustees,  no. 1670 
                        868 Order - John H. Wrighten - vs. Board of Trustees, no 1670 
                        869 Pre-trial Brief on Behalf of Defendants John H. Wrighten vs.  Board  
   of  Trustees, no 1670 
                        870 Proposed conclusion of Law John H. Wrighten vs Board of Trustees,  
   no 1670 
                        871 Proposed Findings - John H. Wrighten vs.  Board of Trustees, no 1670 
                        872 Statement of Court Proceedings  July 12, 1947 - John H. Wrighten vs.  
   Board of Trustees, no 1670 
110-29            873 Appeal - Elmore vs. Rice,  no 1702 and 5664 
                        874 Argument for Defendants on Motion to Dismiss the complaint..                 
   Elmore vs.  Rice, no 1702 and 5664 
             875 Clippings - Elmore vs.  Rice, no 1702 
                        876 Correspondence - Elmore vs. Rice, no 1702 and 5664 
                        877 Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law - Elmore vs. Rice, no 1702 
                        878 Memorandum of Law/Supplement - Elmore vs.  Rice, no 1702 
                        879 Memorandum on Behalf of Plaintiff on Motion to Strike Case                        
   From Jury List - Elmore vs. Rice, no 1702 
                        880 Memos - Elmore vs.  Rice, no 1702 
                        881 Notes (holographs) - Elmore vs. Rice, no 1702 
                        882 Opinion - Elmore vs.  Rice no. 5664 and 1702 
  883 Order - Elmore vs. Rice no. 1702 
                        884 Outline of argument - Elmore vs. Rice, no 1702 
                        885 Printed materials - Elmore   vs. Rice, no 5664  and 1702 
                        886 Statement of Court Proceedings July 12, 1947 - Elmore vs. Rice 
                        887 Synopsis and Index - Elmore vs .Rice, no 1702                                                                    
             888 Amicus Curiae on behalf of the Federal Council of the Churches of  
   Christ in America Sweatt vs.  Painter 
                        889 Amicus Curiae on behalf of the Southern Conf. Educational Fund.  
   Inc. Sweatt vs. Painter 
                        890 Motion of the Southern Conference Educational Fund.  Inc., to 
                                    file brief as Amicus Curiae...- Sweatt vs.  Painter 
                        891 On Writ of Certiorari to the  Supreme Court of the State of Texas -  
   Sweatt vs. Painter 
                        892 Brief for the U.S. - Henderson  vs. U.S. 
                        893 Motion for leave to file and brief for the National Lawyers Guild as  
   Amicus Curiae - Henderson vs.  U.S. 








Series D:   Files (Case File) continued 
Box           Folder           
110-30            895 Application and affidavit – U.S. vs.  William Reeves Gardner, 
                        896 Brief for Appellant - U.S. vs. Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
                        897 Charge to the Jury, April 22, 1947 - U.S. vs. Wm.  Reeves Gardner,  
   no 4517 
                        898 Correspondence - A - U.S. vs. Wm. Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
                        899 Correspondence - C-H, U.S. vs.Wm. Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
                        900 Correspondence - L-McNeill U.S. vs.  Wm.  Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
  901 Correspondence - Moran, C. K.  U.S. vs.  Wm Reeves Gardner, no.   
   4517 
                        902 Correspondence - P-W - U.S. vs.Wm Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
                        903 Editorial from Richmond News Leader, Richmond, Va.,  April 26,  
   1947 - U.S. vs. Wm. Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
                        904 Exhibit List - U.S. vs.  Wm. Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
                        905 Addendum to Exhibit List - U.S. vs.  Wm.  Reeves Gardner,  no 4517 
                        906 Indictment - U.S. vs.  Wm.  Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
                        907 Judgment - U.S. vs.  'Wm.  Reeves  Gardner, no 4517 
                        908 Memoranda - U.S. vs.  Wm.Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
                        909 Motion of D.E. Nelson for Separate Trial - U.S. vs. Wm. Reeves  
   Gardner, no 4517 
                        910 Newspaper clippings -Richmond Times Dispatch, April 26, 1947  
   U.S. vs. Wm. Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
                        911 Notes (holographs and typescripts) U.S. vs.  Wm.  Reeves Gardner, 
                                     no 4517 
                        912 Opinion - U.S. vs.  Wm. Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
                        913 Request for Charge - U.S. vs. Wm. Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
             914 Title 12, Section 592, USCA - U.S. vs.  Wm.  Reeves Gardner, no  
   4517 
                        915  U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals Brief of Appellants - U.S. vs. Wm.   
   Reeves Gardner, no 4517 
110-31                       Other Cases 
                         916  Atlantic Coast Life Insurance 
                         917  Beasley vs. U.S. 





Series D:   Files (Case File) continued 
Box           Folder           
110-31           Other Cases 
  919 Brown vs. Board of Education of  Topeka, Shawnee County, Kansas 
                        920 Butler vs.  Thompson 
                        921  Carter vs. School Board of Arlington County, VA 
                        922  Dept. Conservation and Development Div. of Park of VA., Long et  
   al, vs.  Tate et al 
                        923  Eaddy vs. U.S. 
                        924  Ferguson vs. Gies 
                        925  Flemming vs. South Carolina Electric and Gas Company 
                        926  Hill vs. U.S. 
                        927  Lucy vs. Adams 
                        928  McKissick vs. Charmichael 
                        929  McLaurin vs. Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education 
                        930  Norberg vs. Ryan 
                        931  Robey vs. U.S. 
                        932  Rolax, et al vs. Atlantic Coastline Railroad Company                                          
  933  Scocozza vs. Erie Railroad Company 
                        934  Shepherd vs. State of Florida 
                        935  Solomon vs. Pennsylvania Railroad Co. and Atlantic Coastline 
   Railroad Co. 
                        936  Sowers vs. U.S. 
                        937  Tobin vs. Blue Channel Corp. 
                        938  U.S. vs. Shull 
                        939  U.S. vs. Smyth, Doyle, Boland 
                        940  U.S. vs. Wilhelm 
                        941  Western Pacific Railroad Corp. vs. Western Pacific Railroad 
   Company, et al 
                        942  Comments on cases by Judge Waring 
   Civil Rights Information File 
                        943  Laws Re.: Marriages between different races 
                        944  Memorandum re.: College of Charleston Oratorical Contest 
   945   Civil Rights - Articles and Opinions 
                        946   Civil Rights  - Articles and Opinions by others 
                        947   Civil Rights - Notes (holographs) 
                        948   Civil Rights - Printed material 












Series D:   Files (Case File) continued 
Box           Folder           
110-31   Information Files 
                        950   Communism Information File - Addresses and Statements 
                        951   Communism Information File - Clippings 
                        952   Communism Information File – Printed materials 
                        953   Communism Information File - Re.: Picketing of Federal Courts 
                        954   Communism Information File - U.S. vs.  Foster - Charges 
                        955   Ku  Klux Klan Information File 
 
   Announcements 
                        956   Ku  Klux Klan Information File - Correspondence 
                        957   Ku  Klux Klan Information File -  Petitions 
                        958   Ku  Klux Klan Information File -  Propaganda 
                        959   Ku  Klux Klan Information File -  Threats 
                        960   Naturalization Information File -   Addresses and statements 
                        961   Naturalization Information File    - Correspondence 
                        962   Naturalization Information File    - Notes (holographs) 
                        963   Naturalization Information File    - Petitioners - by nationality 
                        964   Naturalization Information File    - Printed Material 
 
   Appeal Record File 
                        965   Appeal Record, 1943-1951                            
 
 
Series E:    Organizational  Material 
110-32             966   Alpha Kappa Alpha 
                        967   American Civil Liberties Union 
                        968   Commission Against Discrimination in Housing 
                        969   Commission on Civil Rights in East Manhattan 
                        970   Episcopal Society for Cultural and Racial Unity 
                        971   Freedom House 
                        972   Forest Neighborhood House 
                        973   Highlander Folk School -  correspondence 
                        974   Highlander Folk School - Executive Council Minutes 
                        975   Highlander  Folk School - News Release 
                        976   Highlander  Folk  School  -  Publications 
                        977   Highlander  Folk  School  -  Reports 









Series E:    Organizational  Material continued 
Box           Folder           
110-32             979   Highlander Folk  School  -  Sponsors 
                        980   Highlander Folk  School  - Statement of  purpose,  program and  
   Policy 
                        981   Highlander Folk  School -  Workshop Information 
                        982   Inter Group Relations Program 
                        983   Lincoln University 
                        984   NAACP 
                        985   NAACP - Clippings 
                        986   NAACP - News Release     1950 
                        987   NAACP - News Releases  Nov.-December 1951 
                        988   NAACP - News Releases    July-October, 1951 
                        989   NAACP - News Release - January June, 1951 
                        990   NAACP  -  News  Release  -  1952 
  991   NAACP  -  News  Release  -  1953 
110-33            992   NAACP  -  News  Release  -  1954 
                        993   NAACP  -  News  Release  -  1955 
                        994   NAACP  -  News  Release  -  1956 
                        995   NAACP  -  News  Release  -  1957 
                        996   NAACP  -  News  Release  -  1960-1964 
   997  NAACP - News Release - no date 
                        998  National Commission for Rural Schools 
                        999  National Committee on Fraternities in Education 
                        1000   National Conference of Christian and Jews 
                        1001   National Conference on Constitutional Rights 
                        1002   National Scholarship Service 
                        1003   National Urban League 
                        1004   Southern Conference Educational  Fund, Inc. 
                        1005   Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
                        1006   Southern Regional Conference 
                        1007   Southerners for Civil Rights 
                        1008   United Nations 
                        1009   Westside Young Democrats, Inc. 
                        1010   Youth March for Integrated Schools, Oct. 25, 1953 












Series F:  Addresses and  Statements continued 
Box           Folder           
110-34            1012   Addresses and statements by Judge Waring 
                        1013   Abrams, Charles 
                        1014   Aitchison, David 
                        1015   Alexander, Raymond Pace 
                        1016   Ashmore, Harry S. 
                        1017   Attwood, William 
                        1018   Auerbach, Carl A. 
                        1019   Baldwin, James 
                        1020   Barr, Stringfellow 
                        1021   Beauregard, Gen. G. T. 
                        1022   Bennett, Richard K. 
                        1023   Biddle Francis 
                        1024   Bliven, Bruce 
                        1025   Bohn, William E. 
                        1026   Bokhari, Ahmed S. 
                        1027   Booker, Simeon 
                        1028   Bowers, Claude G. 
                        1029   Boyle, Sarah Patton 
                        1030   Bromley, Dorothy D. 
                        1031   Brownell, Herbert, Jr. 
                        1032   Burden, Jean                           
  1033   Cartwright, Marguerite 
                        1034   Clark, Kenneth B. 
                        1035   Clark, Septima Poinsette 
                        1036   Clement, Arthur J., Jr. 
                        1037   Coffin, Tris 
                        1038   Cousins, Ralph E. 
                        1039   Cowles, Fleur 
                        1040   Culbertson, John Bolt 
                        1041   Dabbs, James McBride 
                        1042   Davis, Robert Gorham 
                        1043   Delany, Hubert T. 
                        1044   Delson, Max 
                        1045   Devree, Charles 
                        1046   Doherty, Eddie 
                        1047   Douglas, Paul H. (Sen.) 







Series F:  Addresses and Statements continued 
Box           Folder           
110-34            1049   Dunne, George H. 
                       1050   Dwyer, William M. 
                       1051   Faulkner, William 
                       1052   Fischer, John 
                       1053   Fiszman, Joseph R. 
                       1054   Fleming, Harold 
                       1055   Foreman, Kenneth J. 
                       1056   Frantz, Laurent 
                       1057   Freeman, Robert, DHL (Mrs.) 
                       1058   Fuller, Jeffrey 
                       1059   Gitlin, Irving 
                       1060   Goodman, Louis E. (Judge) 
                       1061   Granger, Lester B. 
                       1062   Gray, Emma, C. W. 
                       1063   Guess, William Francis 
                       1064   Handlin, Oscar 
                       1065   Harlow, S. Ralph 
                       1066   Harrington, Donald 
                       1067   Harvey, Mary Francis 
                       1068   Hassler, Alfred 
                       1069   Henry, Leland B. (Rev.) 
                       1070   Hill, Herbert 
                       1071   Hook, Sidney 
110-35           1072   Jack, Homer A. 
                       1073   Jackson, L. K. (Dr.) 
                       1074   James, Daniel 
                       1075   Johnson, Gerald W. 
                       1076   Johnson, Kenneth D. (Dean) 
                       1077   Kempton, Murray 
                       1078   Kenealy, William , S. J. 
                       1079   Kennedy, J. F. 
                       1080   Kilpatrick, William H. 
                       1081   King, Lawrence T. 
                       1082   King, Martin Luther 
                       1083   Knox, John C. 
                       1084   Larner, Jeremy 
                       1085   Lautier, Louis 
                       1086   Lees, Hannah 
                       1087   Lehman, Herbert H. 









Series F:  Addresses and  Statements continued 
Box           Folder           
110-35           1089   Levy, Leonard W. 
                       1090   Limb, Ben C. 
                       1091   Lomax, Louis E. 
                       1092   Loth, David 
                       1093   Lusky, Louis 
                       1094   Markey, Morris 
                       1095   Marshall, J.W. 
                       1096   Maugham, W. Somerset 
                       1097   Maund, Alfred 
                       1098   Mays, Benjamin 
                       1099   Marshall, Thurgood 
                       1100   Maslow, Will 
                       1101   Matthews, Z. K. 
                       1102   McCarthy, Terence 
                       1103   McGee, Rosalee 
                       1104   McGill, Ralph 
                       1105   MacLeish, Archibald 
                       1106   McMillan, George 
                       1107   Members of the Bar 
                       1108   Moon, Henry, Lee 
                       1109   Morris, Joe Alex 
                       1110   Morrow, Saka Sprott 
                       1111   Myrdal, Gunnar 
                       1112   Nelson, Truman 
                       1113   Nichols, Lee 
                       1114   Niebuhr, Reinhold 
                       1115   Nothrup, Herbert R. 
                       1116   Oakland Tribune 
                       1117   Overstreet, H.A. 
                       1118   Parker, John 
                       1119   Paton, Alan 
                       1120   Peck, Elizabeth 
                       1121   Peck, James 










Series F:  Addresses and  Statements continued 
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110-35            1123   Puner, Morton 
                       1124   Reuther, Walter 
                       1125   Rich, J.C. 
            1126   Rickles, P. Allen 
                       1127   Rivers, Francis E. (Judge) 
                       1128   Roberts, Elta Campbell 
                       1129   Routh, Frederick B. 
                       1130   Rowan, Hobart 
                       1131   Roy, Ralph L. 
                       1132   Ryan, Stephen P. 
110-36           1133   Sardi, Vincent, Jr. 
                       1134   Schlesinger, Arthur J. 
                       1135   Sereveid, Eric 
                       1136   Shepherd, Rudolph, J. 
                       1137   Shipley, Joseph T. 
                       1138   Smallwood, William 
                       1139   Smith, Lillian 
                       1140   Society for the Preservation of State Government and Racial  
   Integrity 
                        1141   Spaccarelli, Marcello 
                        1142   Storey, Walter R. 
                        1143   Stackhouse, T. B. (Mrs.) 
                        1144   Sterling, Eleonore Orland 
                        1145   Straus, Nathan 
                        1146   Sturcken, Francis 
                        1147   Terlin, Rose 
                        1148   Thomas, Norman 
                        1149   Veal, Maude 
                        1150   Walls, W. J. (Bishop) 
                        1151   Waring, Thomas R. 
                        1152   Warren, Earl 
                        1153   Weissman, George L. 
                        1154   White, Walter 
                        1155   Wilkins, Roy 
                        1156   Williams, Aubrey 
                        1157   Williams, David C. 
                        1158   Wolf, Z. 









Series F:  Addresses and  Statements continued 
Box           Folder           
110-36            1160   Wright,  Marion  A.  -  1952-54 
                       1161   Wright,  Marion  A.  -  1955 
                       1162   Wright,  Marion  A.  -  1956-57 
                       1163   Wright,  Marion  A.  -  1957-59 
                       1164   Wright,  Marion  A.  -  1960 
                       1165   Wright,  Marion  A.  -  1961-64 
                       1166   Wright,  Marion  A.  -  no date 
                       1167   Wright,  Richard 
                       1168   Articles, addresses  and statements by others - unidentified 
 
Series G:   Printed Materials 
110-37            1169    Africa Today 
                        1170    The Charleston Evening Post 
                        1171    The Christian Century 
                        1172    The Christian Science Monitor 
                        1173    Civil Liberties 
                        1174    Civil Liberties in New York 
                        1175    Community 
                        1176    Community News 
                        1177    COPE-AFL-CIO 
                        1178    CORE-LATOR 
                        1179    CORE NEWS 
                        1180    Crisis 
                        1181    The Crusader 
                        1182    Cue 
                        1183    Daily Compass 
                        1184    Ebony 
                        1185    Fisk News 
                        1186    Human Relations Bulletin 
                        1187    I. F. Stone's Weekly 
                        1188    Interracial Review 
                        1189    The Issue 
                        1190    Lawyers Guild Review 
                        1191    LID News Bulletin 
                        1192    Nation 









Series G:   Printed Materials continued 
Box           Folder           
110-37            1194    The New Republic 
                        1195    The New Republic - Articles 
                        1196    New York Herald Tribune 
                        1197    N. Y. Law Journal 
                        1198    N.Y. Teacher News 
                        1199    N.Y. Times 
                        1200    New Yorker 
                        1201    New South 
110-38             1202    News and Courier 
                         1203    Opportunity News 
                         1204    Presbyterian Outlook 
                         1205    Progressive 
                         1206    Reporter 
                         1207    Richmond Times - Dispatch 
                         1208    Saturday Review 
                         1209    Savannah Morning News 
                         1210    Scoreboard 
                         1211    Southern School News - 1954 
                         1212    Southern School News - Jan-May 1955 
                         1213    Southern School News - June-October, 1955 
                         1214    Southern School News  November 1955 - June, 1956 
                         1215    Patriot, The Southern 
                         1216    Time 
                         1217    Town Meeting Bulletin 
                         1218    United States Law Week 
                         1219    U.S. News & World Report 
                         1220    Village, Voice 
110-39              122l     Newsletters - miscellaneous 
                         1222     News Releases - miscellaneous 
                         1223     Broadside, which his name appears  
                         1224     Broadsides, general 
                         1225     Announcements, flyers 
                         1228     Challenges and petitions 
                         1227     Invitations, membership cards, calling cards 
                         1228     Invitations on which his name appears 
                         1229     Aaronburg Assembly 
                         1230     Programs - general 







Series G:   Printed Materials continued  
Box  Folder 
110-40            1232     Pamphlets, brochures, etc. Reports, Plans, Proposals, Studies 
                        1233    Proposals, plans, general 
                        1234    Reports and studies - general Stationary 
                        1235    Memo from Thurgood Marshall  (blank) 
 
   Miscellaneous 
                         1236     Book cover The Negro Question by George Cable 
                         1237     Biographic - sketch of Jackie Robinson/Harold Henry Reese                 
    w/photos 
 
 
Series H:  Clippings 
110-40              1238   Articles about Judge Waring 
                          1239   Articles about.- Judge and Mrs. Waring 
                          1240   Articles re.: Civil Rights 
                          1241   Clippings from Congressional Record, 1950-1958 
                          1242   Articles  re.:  Congressional Actions 
                          1243   Articles  re.:  Grand Jury 
                          1244   Articles  re.:  Integration 
                          1245   Articles  re.:  KKK 
                          1246   Articles  re.:  Segregation 
                          1247   Articles  re.:  South Carolina 
                          1248   Newspaper articles by and about others 
 
Series I:  Scrapbooks 
110-41             1249 Scrapbook #1 - 1944 Sept., 1945 March-Oct., 1946 Jan.-Oct. 
                                 1947 May-Dec. 
                         1250   Scrapbook #2, 1947 
                         1251   Scrapbook #2, 1947 Feb.-April Sept. -Oct. 
                         1252   Scrapbook  #4 1948 July 
                         1253   Scrapbook  #4 1948 May-Dec. 
                         1254   Scrapbook  #5, 1958 
                         1255   Scrapbook  #5, 1948 July-Nov. 
                         1256   Scrapbook  #5, 1951 March-July 
110-42              1257   Scrapbook  #6, 1949 Jan.-Feb. Jan.-Dec., April-May 
                          1258   Scrapbook #6, 1949 Jan.-Feb.  Jan.-Dec., April-May 
                          1259   Scrapbook #6, 1949 Jan-Feb. Jan.-Dec., April-May 
                          1260   Scrapbook #6, 1949 Jan.-Feb. Jan.-Dec., April-May 
                          1261   Scrapbook  #7,  1949  May-Dec. 






Series I:  Scrapbooks continued 
Box  Folder 
110-42            1263   Scrapbook  #8,  1950  Jan.-Feb. 
                        1264   Scrapbook  #8,  1950  Jan.-Feb. 
                        1265   Scrapbook   #9,  1950  July-Nov. 
                        1266   Scrapbook  #9,  1950  July-Nov. 
                        1267   Scrapbook  #9,  1950  July-Nov. 
110-43            1268   Scrapbook   #10,  1950  Mar.-June 
                        1269   Scrapbook   #10,  1950  Mar.-June 
                        1270   Scrapbook   #11,  1950  June-July 
                        1271   Scrapbook   #11,  1950  June-July 
                        1272   Scrapbook   #12,  1950  July-Nov. 
                        1273   Scrapbook   #12,  1950  July-Nov. 
                        1274   Scrapbook   #12,  1956  Feb.-April 
                        1275   Scrapbook   #12,  1956  Feb.-April 
                        1276   Scrapbook   #12,  1956.  Feb.-April 
110-44             1277   Scrapbook   #14,  1951  Jan.-July 
                        1278   Scrapbook   #15,  1951  March-July 
                        1279   Scrapbook   #15,  1951.  March-July 
                        1280   Scrapbook   #15,  1951  March-July 
                        1281   Scrapbook   #16,  1951  June-Oct. 
                        1282   Scrapbook   #16,  1951  June-Oct. 
                        1283   Scrapbook   #13,  1950  Oct.-Dec. 
                        1284   Scrapbook   #13,  1951  Oct.-Dec. 
                        1285   Scrapbook   #14,  1951  Jan.-July 
                        1286   Scrapbook   #14,  1951,  Jan.-July 
110-45            1287   Scrapbook   #17,  1951  Aug.-Dec. 
                        1288   Scrapbook   #17,  1951  Aug.-Dec. 
                        1289   Scrapbook   #18,  1952  Jan.-Feb. 
                        1290   Scrapbook   #18,  1952  Jan.-Feb. 
                        1291   Scrapbook   #19,  1952  Dec. 1953,  Jan.-April, Dec. 
                        1292   Scrapbook #19, 1952   Dec., 1953 Jan.-April, Dec. 
                        1293   Scrapbook #19, 1952     Dec., 1953 Jan.-April, Dec. 
                        1294   Scrapbook   #20,  1952  July-Nov. 
                        1295   Scrapbook   #20,  1952  July-Nov. 
                        1296   Scrapbook   #20,  1952  July-Nov. 
110-46             1297   Scrapbook   #21,  1953  Feb.-Aug. 
                         1298   Scrapbook   #21,  1953  Feb.-Aug. 
                         1299   Scrapbook   #22,  1953  April-July 
                         1300   Scrapbook   #22,  1953  April-July 







Series I:  Scrapbooks continued 
Box  Folder 
110-46              1302   Scrapbook   #23,  1953  June-Oct. 
                         1303   Scrapbook   #24,  1953  Nov.-Dec. 
                         1304   Scrapbook   #24,  1953  Nov.-Dec. 
                         1305   Scrapbook   #24,  1953  Nov.-Dec. 
110-47              1306 Scrapbook # 25, 1954  Jan. - March 
                         1307 Scrapbook, # 25, 1954  Jan.  March 
                         1308 Scrapbook,   # 26, 1954  March -  May 
                         1309 Scrapbook,   A 26, 1954  March -  May 
                         1310 Scrapbook,   # 27, 1954  May - June 
                         1311 Scrapbook, #27, 1954 May - June 
                         1312 Scrapbook, #27, 1954 May - June 
                         1313 Scrapbook, #27, 1954 May - June 
                         1314 Scrapbook, #27, 1954  May - June 
                         1315 Scrapbook, #27, 1954  May - June 
110-48             1316 Scrapbook, #28, 1954  June - July 
                         1317 Scrapbook   #28, 1954 June -  July 
                         1318 Scrapbook, #29, 1954  July -  September 
                         1319 Scrapbook, #29, 1954   July -  September 
                         1320 Scrapbook, #30, 1954  August  - October 
                         1321 Scrapbook   #30, 1954  August  - October 
                         1322 Scrapbook   #31, 1954 August  - December 
                         1323 Scrapbook, #31, 1954  August  - December 
                         1324 Scrapbook, #32, 1954  November - December 
                         1325 Scrapbook, #32, 1954   November - December 
110-49              1326 Scrapbook, #33, 1955 January - March 
                         1327 Scrapbook, #33, 1955 January – March 
               1328 Scrapbook,   #34, 1955 April -  May 
               1329 Scrapbook,   #34,  1955   April -  May 
             1330 Scrapbook,   #34,  1955 April -  May 
                         1331 Scrapbook,   #35,  1955  April -  June 
                         1332 Scrapbook,   #35,  1955 April -  June 
                         1333 Scrapbook,   #35,  1955 April June 
110-50             1334 Scrapbook,   #36,  1955  June - July 
                         1335 Scrapbook, #36,    1955 June - July 
                         1336 Scrapbook, #36,    1955 June - July 
                         1337 Scrapbook, #37,    1955   July - September 
                         1338 Scrapbook, #37, 1955   July - September 
                         1339 Scrapbook, #38, 1955 August - October 
                         1340 Scrapbook, #38, 1955 August - October 







Series I: Scrapbooks continued 
Box  Folder 
110-51            1342 Scrapbook, #39, 1955 September - December 
                        1343 Scrapbook, #39, 1955 September - December 
                        1344 Scrapbook, #39, 1955 September - December 
                        1345 Scrapbook, #40, 1955 November - December 
                        1346 Scrapbook, #40, 1955 November - December 
                        1347 Scrapbook, #40, 1955 November - December 
                        1348 Scrapbook, #41, 1956 January - February 
                        1349 Scrapbook, #41, 1956  January – February 
  1350 Scrapbook, #41, 1956 January – February 
110-52            1351   Scrapbook,    43, 1956 February     March 
                        1352   Scrapbook, #43, 1956 February - March 
                        1353   Scrapbook, #43, 1956  February - March 
                        1354   Scrapbook, # 43, 1956 February - June 
                        1355   Scrapbook, #43, 1956 February - June 
                        1356   Scrapbook, # 44, 1956 February - June 
110-53            1357   Scrapbook,  #45, 1956 April -  August 
                        1358   Scrapbook,  # 45, 1956  April -  August 
                        1359   Scrapbook,  #45, 1956  April -  August 
                        1360   Scrapbook,  #46, 1956  July - November 
                        1361   Scrapbook, #46, 1956  July - November 
                        1362   Scrapbook, # 46, 1956 July - November 
                        1363   Scrapbook, # 47, 1956 August - September 
            1364   Scrapbook, # 47, 1956 August - September 
                       1365   Scrapbook, # 47, 1956 August - September 
                       1366   Scrapbook, # 47, 1956 August – September 
                       1367   Scrapbook, #47, 1956 August - September 
110-54            1368   Scrapbook,   48, 1957 January   May 
                       1369   Scrapbook,   48, 1957  January   May 
                       1370   Scrapbook,  #48, 1957 January  - May 
                       1371   Scrapbook,  #49, 1957 January  - December 
                       1372   Scrapbook,  #49, 1957 January  - December 
                       1373   Scrapbook,  #50,  1957 April -  July 
                       1374      Scrapbook.  #50,  1957  April -  July 
                       1375      Scrapbook,  #50,  1957  April -  July 
                       1376      Scrapbook,  #50,  1957  April -  July 
110-55           1377      Scrapbook,  #51,  1957 July - September 









Series I: Scrapbooks continued 
Box  Folder 
110-55            1379      Scrapbook, #51, 1957  September – October 
1380      Scrapbook, #51, 1957 September - October 
                        1381      Scrapbook, #52, 1957  September - October 
                        1382      Scrapbook, #52, 1957  September - October 
                        1383      Scrapbook, #53, 1957  September - October 
                        1384      Scrapbook, #53, 1957  September - December 
                        1385      Scrapbook, #53, 1957  September – December 
110-56             1386      Scrapbook, #54, 1958  January - March 
                        1387      Scrapbook, #55 1958  February - June 
                        1388      Scrapbook, #56, 1958 August-June 
                        1389      Scrapbook #57 , August - October 
110-57             1390      Scrapbook, #58, 1958  September - December 
                         1391      Scrapbook, #59, 1959  January - March 
                         1392      Scrapbook, #60, 1959  February - May 
                         1393      Scrapbook, #61, 1959  May - July 
110-58              1394      Scrapbook, #62, 1959 July - October 
                          1395      Scrapbook, #63, 1959 November - December 1960 January 
                          1396      Scrapbook, #64, 1960 February, May - October 
  1397      Scrapbook #65, 1960 May – December 
  1398      Scrapbook, #65, 1960 Jan. – Dec. 1960 Jan. - May 1961 
                          1399 Scrapbook, #67, 1961 May - December 
110-59               1400  Scrapbook, #68, 1962, January - June 
                           1401  Scrapbook, #69, 1962 May - December,  January - May 1963 
                           1402  Scrapbook, #70, 1963 May - September 
                           1403  Scrapbook, #71, Aug., Oct.–Dec. 1963 July, Aug., Oct., Dec. 1964 
                           1404 Scrapbook, #72, December 1941,  January - February 1942 
 
 
Series  J:  Photographs 
110-60                 1405  Photographs of   Judge Waring 
                            1406  Photographs of   Judge Waring and others 
                            1407  Photographs of   Judge and Mrs. Waring 
                            1408   Photographs of   Mrs. Waring 
                            1409   Photographs of   Mrs. Waring and others 
                            1410   Group photographs including Judge and Mrs. Waring 
                            1411   Group photographs - Nat'l Committee for Rural Schools, 












Series I: Photographs continued 
Box  Folder 
110-60            1412   Group photographs - South Carolina Conference NAACP - 
                                                   Tribute to Judge Waring, November 6, 1954 
                        1413   Group photographs - UN and NAACP Reception in honor of Ralph 
                                                   Bunche, Santa Barbara, California, July 27, 1949 
                        1414    Group photographs - identified 
                        1415    Individual photographs - identified 
                        1416    Photographs - unidentified 
                        1417    Photographs of places 
                        1418    Photographs of things 
                        1419    Prints 
 
Series K:  Artifacts 
Item 110-61    Medal 1950 April 14, Page One Award in Public Affairs 
Item 110-62    Medal 1951 - Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial Brother Award 
Item 110-63    Hood 
Item 110-64    Gold plated plaque - Annual Robert S. Abbott Memorial Award   
  Presented to Waring May 10, 1952 by Chicago Defender 
Item 110-65    Bronze plaque - Presented to Waring by Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,  
  December 1950 
Item 110-66    Bronze plaque - The 1956 Stephen Wise Award to Waring by American  
  Jewish Congress, December 17, 1950 
Item 110-67    Bronze plaque 2x2 feet. A Tribute to Waring Presented by the S.C.  
  Conference NAACP, November 6, 1954 
 
Series L:  Albums 
Item 110-68    Opinion published in the Federal Supplement vol. 1, 1942-1948 
Item 110-69    Opinions published in the Federal Supplement, vol. 2, 1948-1952 
Item 110-70    Guest book - South Carolina State Conference, NAACP - n.d. 
















Series M:  Oversized Wrapped Materials 
Item 110-72     Framed photograph - Reveille Club of New York 20th  Annual Dinner,  
  Hotel Brevoort, June 14, 1952 
Item 110-73     3 framed photographs - group photos at a dinner Judge Waring receiving  
  award from National Committee for Rural Schools 
Item 110-74      2 photographs (in leather album) - Judge Waring (in robe) 
Item 110-75      Framed photograph of Judge and Mrs. Waring - 3 different poses 
Item 110-76      Broadside – “The Lonesomest Man in Town” 
Item 110-77      Certificates and Citations: (see also Box 110-1) J. Waties Waring 
 
                          1949 Feb. 20 Franklin D. Roosevelt Award for 1948 by the National  
     Lawyers Guild 
 
                          1950 March 17 Citation for Distinguished Service to the Cause of  
     Human Rights by The American Council on Human Rights 
 
                           1952 Honorary Doctor of Laws Degree, Howard University 
 
                           1952 June  For Distinguished and Exceptional Public Service by The  
     Reveille Club of New York 
 
                           1953 June 21 Honorary Associate in Preserving the Aaronsburg Ideal by 
     the Neighbors of Aaronsburg 
 
                            1959 Nov. 21 Citation of Honor, by The National Committee for  
                            Rural Schools 
                     
                            1964 Nov. 21 Judicial Freedom Fighter by The National Committee  
      for Rural Schools 
 
                           Elizabeth Avery Waring 
 
                           1950 March 17 Citation for Distinguished Service to the Cause of   














Series N:   Phone Records 
Box 110-78          
ORIGINAL RECORDS DO NOT CIRCULATE  - CASSETTE RECORDINGS ONLY 
 
                                Phono Albums: 
                            -   “Man of the Year” April 2, 1955  30 minute program on NBC-TV 
                                on Booker T. Washington J. Waties Waring panelist 
 
                            -   “Report to the People” Oct. 3, 1955 
                                30 minute program on the Till Murder Trial, Sumner, Mississippi 
                                J. Waties Waring panelist 
 
                            -   “New World-A-Coming” 
                                30 minute program by Carl T. Rowan on his return visit to the South 
 
                                Phono Discs: 
                            -   5 hour biographical interview of Judge Waring at age 67, 1947 
 
                            -   Reel & cassette tapes 
                                (Archival copy Do Not Circulate) 
Box 110-79          Cassette tapes for research use 
 51
                               J. WATIES WARING PAPERS 
 
              Material Transferred to the School of Law, Howard University 
 
Paintings and Photographs 
 
            1.  Oil painting of Judge and Mrs. Waring by Victor White -  1945 - l « ft by 2 ft. 
 
           2.   Photographs: 
                           Group - framed in leather picture albums - 5 « by 7 « inches - 2 
                           Group - 9 by 11 inches    1 (in leather albums) 
                           Group - 4 by 5 inches    3 (in leather albums) 
 





           1.   Printed citation of Welcome to J. Waties Waring presented by the Board of   





               Judge Waring's robe assumed to have been worn while serving as judge. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
